
Ben was able to display his egg business which he has been running for the past four years. This is 
significantly more impressive when you realize that Ben is only a Freshman in high school! He shared his 

process, his costs and revenues, as well as his hope for expansion.



Fallon has a dog grooming business that has just recently started to take shape, but she has big plans. Her goal is 
to be able to have an enclosed trailer and take her grooming business on the go to meet pets and their owner 

where they are. Big ideas for only a 5th grader! She might have to employ a driver depending on how quickly she 
gets the mobile portion underway… whether she can drive or not, I know for a fact that she has a bright future!



Damien Storm shared his ideas for a mobile storage unit business. Built from used shipping containers, storage 
units are just the start of his plan. He shared his ideas for the many ways these containers could be used, 

whether that’s tiny homes, swimming pools, or custom RV’s. Very outgoing and passionate about his ideas, 
onward! 



Hunter has been handy with wood all his life, and about three years ago started his own business (licensed 
through the state and everything). He sells beautiful wood art and cutting boards and has even ventured to do 

projects like sheds and furniture. He currently sells most of his goods on the Facebook marketplace but also 
attends events like the Maple Leaf Festival in Baldwin. Every piece he does is locally sourced wood, all done by 
hand. Hunter cares about the products he creates, and it shows in the quality of his work. Good work Hunter!



These three young high school athletes see a need for healthy fuel when they do their long-distance running. So 
they created a product called Body Endurance Bars. All natural ingredients with no artificial flavors or excessive 
sugars. They provided samples, and in my opinion, tasted better than most items I’ve had from a package in the 

store. They mentioned selling these at high school meets and other sporting events, great ideas!



The Iron Vault Gym is a powerlifting-specific gym that Jose plans to have just outside of town. His hope is 
to work with school districts to allow their teams a space for their athletes to train properly. As well as a 

place anyone who is interested in the sport and wellness could come and workout. A really neat idea!



These young ladies came up with the idea of moving into the entertainment industry in Ottawa, starting an 
extravagant bar and grill called Pint and Play. This would be more than a restaurant and bar, as it would also host 

games like cornhole, horseshoes, shuffleboard, and pool all wrapped into one experience. With the goal of 
tapping into OU students and the greater community that wants to be able to play when they get a bite to eat. 

Sounds like a fun idea!
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